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Lib Test in Model Quality Assurance
Application Note
This application note describes how to run quick checking on the model libraries by using the Lib Test
feature in Model Quality Assurance (MQA). Note: This document was originally released for MQA
V2010.2.1.0 in September 2011.
Introduction
The Lib Test option in MQA provides the user a convenient and fast method for checking on model
libraries in batch. With this capability, the user can easily find errors (e.g., syntax errors, undefined
parameters and wrong links) in the library file. Lib Test supports all types of device models and can
recognize HSPICE and Spectre libraries automatically.
The user can run Lib Test in either a graphical user interface (GUI) or command line mode. In this
document,

the

application

in

both

modes

is

introduced.

For

more

information

go

to www.agilent.com/find/eesof or contact your local Agilent office. The complete list is available
at: www.agilent.com/find/contactus.
File libtest.setup
File “libtest.setup” is an optional configuration file. By default, Lib Test creates a device in the netlist
file using the default instance in the model. The user can also customize the instance by creating a file
named “libtest.setup” under the working directory or the directory of libraries. For example, the user
can set the instance parameters for given models like:

nch1
nch2

W=10u L=10u
W=1u L=1u SA=0.1u SB=0.1u

Here, nch1 and nch2 refer to model names in the library file. Lib Test then builds the case using the
device with the instance shown above rather than the default instance in the model. The resulting case
for this example is as follows:
[hspice]
test.lib
[model]
nch w=1e-005 l=1e-005
nch w=2e-005 l=1e-005
nch w=3e-005 l=1e-005
nch w=4e-005 l=1e-005
Note that if the user has set multiple geometries for one device, Lib Test will only pick up the last one
to build the case, which in this case would mean “nch w=4e-005 l=1e-005.”
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Run in GUI
To run Lib Test in a GUI, the user first opens the Lib Test window by choosing Model -> Library Test
from the main menu as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Lib Test
Next, click the Browser button of Directory of Library to choose the directory containing all model
libraries to be tested. Click the Browser button of Working Space to choose the directory where the
final result is saved. The user then needs to choose the library type to be tested from the drop down list
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Choose library type
For Working Mode, the user has two options: to check the model in either combined corners or a single
corner. When Check model in combined corners is selected, the program checks the combined corners
from different devices. If Check model in single corner is selected, the program only checks on a single
device corner.
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Figure 3. Working mode
For the Max Num of Test Cases, the user can set any positive integer desired, although the default
number is 256.
After the configuration is complete, the user simply clicks the OK button to proceed. An HTML output
file named “summary.html” is then automatically created under the path designated in Working Space.
Next, click OK to view the output file “summary.html” as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Output file
Run in Command Line
Lib Test can also be run with a command line. The syntax is:
libtest [OPTION]... <dir of library>
In this case, the OPTION can be:


spice: to run the given simulator(s)
- spice hspice

// to test HSPICE libraries only

- spice spectre

// to test Spectre libraries only
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- spice all




// to test all supported libraries (default)

level: to define the items to be checked
- level 0

// to check corner by corner

- level 1

// to check combined corners (default)

maxcasenum: the maximum number of test cases for one lib
- maxcasenum 256

// to build up to maximum 256 test cases (default)

After the checking is done, the output file “summary.html” is saved under the current directory.
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